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Abstract

The existing organization and direct implementation of all types and forms of teaching at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education in Niš certainly provide an opportunity to improve their quality. When a good quality contemporary teaching is mentioned, it is presumed that students are in an active role, and that there are preconditions met for students to be able to participate in the teaching process actively and creatively, while, according to their individual potentials they should be able to progress and develop. In order to systematically present the possible ways to have good quality teaching, this paper provided the theoretical basis and the pedagogical/didactic presentation of two contemporary teaching systems: cooperative and integrative learning. Through the explanation of the essential features of these teaching systems, their values and possibilities, articulation and challenges to implement them, this paper has provided the theoretical concept on how to ensure the quality of teaching through these modern teaching systems.
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Introduction

The powerful and rapid development of science and technology, conditioned by the overall expansion of scientific knowledge, presents the modern times with the new, largely altered requirements and standards in all areas. One of the most sensitive areas in which changes in terms of innovation and training are necessary are education and teaching at all levels.

University education and teaching as the backbone of the educational system and the crown of the educational process of the individual, but also the basis of their professional work, must necessarily keep up with the modern development trends and overcome the limitations of the traditional, out-dated and obsolete.

The modern education concept aligned with the Bologna Declaration specifies that the quality of teaching at the universities is a concern and responsibility of certain institutions and individuals: the Ministry, Universities and Vice Deans. In accordance with the abovementioned tendencies, and according to their authority, the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education has only in the last few years started partly working on the internal and external training of assistant professors and professors in order to improve the quality and results of teaching. These activities are undertaken on the basis of the analyses of current needs and are aimed at raising the level of pedagogical, psychological, didactic and methodical education and the development of professional competences of teaching staff. It is also expected that the frequent visits of assistant professors and professors through the "Erasmus" exchange programs will also provide some long-term changes regarding the improvement of teaching quality through the direct application of the acquired knowledge, skills and experience at the international universities. The quality and the outcomes of teaching at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, we have to agree, are especially important because future teachers and sports coaches are educated and trained at this faculty. They are trained to unify the education (acquiring knowledge to be transferred to students and contestants) and pedagogical work, that is, the aim is to enable them to link educational and pedagogical components of development into a unified whole (Havelka, 1988). In order to succeed in this, teaching at the faculty must be planned, programmed and implemented in such a way to develop the competences
of a modern teacher, a sports coach. The main prerequisite for success is securing the active role of students in the classroom and providing the conditions for students to learn, practice and develop through activities and action. The changed role and position of students in the classroom requires teachers and assistants of contemporary pedagogical and didactic/methodical competences who will apply modern methods, teaching models and act from a significantly redefined position. The changed role of teachers implies the use of such teaching systems where students will be active participants, creators, and planners of lessons. The teacher hands over the central, immediate, and active role in teaching activities to the learners and occupies the position of a mediator, assistant, and adviser. Since the integrative and cooperative teaching are modern teaching systems where the direct activity and cooperation allow students to acquire comprehensive, functional knowledge and skills, this paper will deal with theoretical research of the values, roles and possibilities of application of these types of teaching at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education in Niš.

Possibilities to Improve the Quality of Teaching

Teaching is a unique education process consisting of three stages: 1) planning and preparation of teaching, 2) actual teaching, and 3) monitoring and evaluation of teaching results (effects of education). Teaching at the faculties should certainly be based on and relied on high school teaching, where it is clearly noticed that students actively study with the help of the Internet, travel and film (Radojičić, Lukić, 2011). At the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education in Niš, at the Academic Studies programs, the following types of teaching are present: theoretical lectures, practical lectures, practical exercises, theoretical exercises, professional practice and interactive teaching. The past efforts of the Vice Dean provided some support for the improvement of teaching. These efforts included: annual school calendar, book of the subjects (syllabus), book of records (classes done), submission of regular reports on classes done with improvement proposals (form created), and also a large library. In order to ensure the good quality of teaching, continuous evaluation and self-evaluation is carried out. Self-evaluation as a “form of the responsibility taken by the faculty and readiness to seek out all the relevant elements for further development” (Stanojević, Zdravković, 2013, p.178) is an integral part of the activities carried out at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, which help reveal the deficiencies and possible ways to improve the teaching process. The models that could possibly improve the quality of teaching at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education are cooperative and integrative learning.
As a type of learning through collaboration and team work, cooperative learning is a particularly appropriate way of learning for the students of the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education. As an “instructional method where the students of different levels of knowledge learn together in small groups” (Miletić, 2007, p. 61), that is, “work together in pairs or small groups to approach a common problem, explore a common topic or build up common knowledge in order to create new ideas, new combinations or unique innovations” (Kurtis et al., 2002, p. 15), this teaching system can be widely applied at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education.

Cooperative learning is a type of learning where students work together, exchange, but also confront opinions, attitudes, ideas, and achieve the goal of the group through a humane relationship. With its characteristics, cooperative learning provides a quality interaction and replaces the memorization with the creative role, the active role of students who develop their individual potentials, cooperate, engage higher levels of thinking, then, activate the processes such as comparison, explanation, classification, deduction (Sužić, 1999). Working in a group, where everyone is responsible for the results of one's own work, students help one another, they encourage one another, and encourage the activity in terms of thoughtful collaboration.

Cooperative learning means that the student is active both physically and mentally. It is implemented through group work, specifically in small groups. Group work cooperation is different since it requires that the group, as well as each of its members, are asked to independently solve tasks, taking into account their contribution to the success of the group. It “enables individual work according to the capacities of each student, but also affirms learning as a mutual effort in pairs, smaller and larger (research) groups in which knowledge, experiences, skills are developed and the necessity, advantages and preconditions for group work are understood. Adequate activities (perceptive, thoughtful, practical, expressive), interwoven with spontaneous and friendly feelings developed during group work, represent a suitable tool for the students to express their personality, who are in this way given the opportunity to occasionally or more often show their affections and preferences” (Stanojević, 2010, p.116). The goal of this type of learning is to ensure the interdependence of group members, which is the essential prerequisite for ensuring the good quality of teaching. The didactic value of cooperative learning is also important from the aspect of new, different positions and roles of teachers, students and groups who successfully develop cognitive, communicative and social skills.
The basis for the implementation of cooperative learning is to divide the students into small groups structured in such a way as to be capable to achieve defined goals and defined outcomes. Cooperative learning requires special organization, thorough preparation and teachers with the developed didactic/methodical conscience. The new didactic/methodical teachers’ skills are a prerequisite for the successful implementation of cooperative teaching. In cooperative learning process the teacher’s role is that of a planner, facilitator, guide, organizer, partner, and evaluator. Teachers’ activities involve the division of students into groups, task assignment, and encouraging cooperation among group members, all in accordance with clearly defined qualitative and quantitative criteria (Vilotijević, 2007, p.54).

The size of the group represents a “central tendency” within the quantitative criteria for the implementation of cooperative teaching. The size of the group should be decided upon based on the nature of, specifics and the difficulty of the assignment, and on the individual abilities and personality traits of students. More difficult tasks require a larger group, which is also the case with the students of lower communication and teamwork skills. A well-formed group with the ideal conditions for a successful interaction between the members in order to complete a task is the one that contains five to seven members. Unlike this one, the qualitative criterion implies the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the group, that is, grouping the students based on some common, identical (homogeneity), or different, specific (heterogeneous) characteristics. Teaching practice testifies to a better efficiency of heterogeneous groups because they provide higher quality of work and results that come from more favourable interaction, encouragement and cooperation among group members of different abilities and aspirations. This type of group is especially desirable to have during the motor skills practice classes, and when mastering techniques and skills for individual and team sports. A significant challenge for the didactic/methodical competence of teachers is the understanding of a proper assignment of roles in the group. It is important to keep in mind that the same students should not always be assigned the same roles, but their roles should rather be rotated. Rotation of roles stimulates student motivation and provides a higher level of readiness to invest maximum effort to successfully accomplish the group task.

Successful cooperative teaching requires its implementation in the conditions that are characterized by cooperation and interaction, that is, the conditions in which the students would look at each other’s faces rather than the back of their heads. A semi-circular and horseshoe seating or standing arrangement in classrooms or on fields is a prerequisite for successful cooperative teaching. After meeting this requirement, effective implementation of cooperative teaching involves the following four phases:

1) **Phase of working with the entire group** characterised by the two main activities: introduction of students to the learning topic, goal,
tasks and expected outcomes and the division of students into groups. The division into groups is done in accordance with the nature of the teaching topic, its scope and complexity, as well as with the individual abilities and interests of students.

- **Phase of group task assignment** where the teacher decides whether all groups will get the same tasks, whether each group would get different tasks or different tasks would be assigned within groups (Vilotijević, 2007, p. 57). After assigning group tasks, the teacher gives the students the teaching materials and tools to solve the tasks.

- **Phase of independent student work** when they study, analyse and solve the tasks. Every group member actively participates in the completion of his or her part of the task so that, by the end of this phase, they would have all together solved the set task, problem or situation completely.

- **The phase of plenary work when each group presents the solutions to their tasks.** At this stage, the most important role is that of the leader of the group who systematically summarizes the work of the group and informs the others about the solution of the assigned task. At this stage the role of the teacher is significantly important since he/she is there to help, guide and systematize the conclusions and integrate them into a whole that should be adopted by all groups.

- **The verification phase is the last phase when implementing cooperative learning.** During this stage, the teacher should quickly assess the quality and the level of knowledge acquired and how accurate it is. Depending on the nature of the material taught, various forms of assessment can be used for this purpose: micro verbal and written tests, respondents (in case of theoretical material), or short demonstration of activities (practical material), etc.

The implementation of cooperative learning at universities requires the teachers to be in fundamentally different roles compared to the traditional teaching. The teacher is expected to efficiently: 1) Plan and prepare lessons; 2) Prepare good tasks and provide adequate tools and teaching aids; 3) Get to know the students well, their objective and subjective abilities, interests and needs; 4) correctly form the groups according to the nature of teaching material, quantitative and qualitative criteria; 5) correctly assign the tasks to each group or within a group; 6) properly distribute the roles within groups; 7) monitor, guide and correct group work; 8) encourage students’ activity and continuously monitor and evaluate their engagement; 9) assess the progress of each student and inform them about it; 10) encourage independent, creative and critical engagement of students during tasks solving; 11) provide the students with the opportunity to independently check the quality of the solutions to their tasks, to assess and critically analyse them; 12) provide feedback on perceived difficulties and obstacles, but also extremely successful steps; 13) motivate and encourage the students in all stages of cooperative learning, etc.
In order to more fully understand the value of cooperative learning and increase teachers’ engagement at the universities, it is necessary to highlight its advantages compared to traditional teaching. Cooperative learning ensures students’ activity in the classroom and experiential learning; enables higher level of achievement and more lasting knowledge; provides the opportunity to better master the skills and habits; develops critical thinking, creative and active attitude; encourages self-motivation of students; develops teamwork and cooperative spirit in the classroom; provides an active and positive attitude towards the faculty, teaching, order and discipline; encourages the tolerance and development of other positive social skills; develops responsibility, self-assertion and self-actualization of personality; improves self-esteem; reduces the fear of mistakes and failure, etc. (Kurtis 2002; Vilotijević 2007; Miletić 2007; Džaferagić and Tomić 2012).

Past studies on didactic values and effects of cooperative teaching indicate its positive contribution to the cognitive and socio-emotional personality development and the possibilities to use multiple approaches when applying this type of teaching for various teaching subjects (Simon, 1959; Coppes, 1969; Reić-Ercegovac, Jukić, 2008; Antic, 2010; Kocabaš, 2013). When observing the cognitive aspect of achieving the teaching goals, it has been established that cooperative learning has a very positive impact on the development of students’ self-learning ability (Buj, 1983), encourages and ensures academic achievement (Johnson, Johnson, 1990), increases the level of reasoning and transfer of knowledge in the classroom (Johnson, Johnson, Holubec, 1993), enables students to self-educate themselves and self-study creatively (Stanojević, 2010) and allows for a more permanent, declarative, procedural and detailed knowledge (Miščević-Kadijević, 2009), etc. By studying cooperative learning, it has been found that cooperative learning encourages higher levels of cognitive ability, such as: comparison, contrast, explanation, classification, deduction, etc. (Suzić, 1999).

Mutual co-operation and relationship among the participants in cooperative learning process significantly improve the socio-emotional dimension of education (Hartly, 1976; Schell, 1975, Slavin, 1980; Marantz, 1988). It helps develop better interpersonal and cooperative relations, friendship, mutual respect, moral reasoning, tolerance, assuming the roles responsibly and other types of democratic relations (Ševkušić, 1995; Peklaj, 2001). Moreover, regarding emotional and social competences, cooperative teaching develops the ability to recognize one’s emotions as well as other people’s emotions, self-control, reconciliation, non-violent communication, active listening, negotiation and other socio-emotional skills (Suzić, 1999). Results of the research also show that cooperative teaching provides the following quality indicators: willingness to help and cooperate, friendly behavior, peer acceptance, relaxation and overcoming the fear of negative evaluation and failing in school (Buljubašić-Kuzmanovic, 2009).
An Example of Cooperative Learning

As we could see, cooperative learning creates the possibility for active participation of students in the process of knowledge acquisition, skills and habits development and comprehensive knowledge acquisition. Teaching materials specified in the course books at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education are more than suitable for the implementation of this modern teaching system. In order to carry out the operationalization of knowledge about a cooperative approach in teaching, we will give an example of a teaching topic that can be successfully taught using this approach.

Example #1. Teaching subject: **Olympics** - lectures. Teaching topic: “Modern Olympic Games”. After the initial introduction of students to the teaching topic, tasks and the goal of the lesson, as well as the expected outcomes, the teacher divides the students into groups. A prerequisite for the successful cooperative learning is the adequate preparation of the teaching material. The material should be able to require students to be fully mentally engaged rather than to simply memorize the material. After the material is handed over to the students, the teacher assigns the tasks. The abovementioned teaching topic can be broken into the following tasks: *Group 1*: Restoration of the Olympic Games; *Group 2*: Disciplines and duration; *Group 3*: Judges and competition facilities; *Group 4*: Oath, flag and anthem; *Group 5*: Motto, emblem and symbol.

Example #2. Teaching subject: **Outdoor Activities** - lectures. Teaching topic: “Types of outdoor activities”. This teaching topic can be divided into the following tasks: *Group 1*: Field trips; *Group 2*: Bivouacking; *Group 3*: Tenting; *Group 4*: Camping; *Group 5*: Hunting and fishing; *Group 6*: Roller skating; *Group 7*: Rules of behaviour and dangers in nature.

If necessary, the teacher can assign different tasks within a group. The basic criterion for this is the complexity of teaching materials, the ability and the interests of students. During group work, the teacher monitors, instructs, guides and helps out when needed. After the independent work of the group is completed, a plenary presentation by all groups follows that must be supervised and directed by the teacher. It is very important to emphasize the basic key points and the most important conclusions. During the plenary presentation, the teacher must functionally link all the presentations. The end of the cooperative processing of the subject must necessarily contain a verification of achievement. Using a skilful didactic/methodical approach, the teacher seeks itemized summary, or a demonstration of conclusions.

**INTEGRATIVE LEARNING AS AN INNOVATIVE TEACHING SYSTEM**

Integrative learning represents the next modern teaching system which can be effectively used at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education. Focused on the adoption of comprehensive and systematic knowledge and the development of functional abilities by applying experiential, interactive
and cooperative methods of teaching and learning, integrative learning is one of the most important innovative teaching models. Integrative approach to learning emphasizes intellectual, social, emotional and aesthetic development, supports the comprehensive development and does not focus solely on isolated, cognitive aspects. Through this type of learning, students will prepare themselves for more comprehensive learning, and more appropriate use of knowledge in real life (Radojičić, Lukić, 2011). The following are seen as the main barriers and difficulties for its implementation: it is uneconomical in terms of time, due to the complexity of its planning and implementation (it requires the alignment of curricula, coordination and integration of teaching materials); the understanding that integrated teaching deprives the teacher of the autonomy; insufficient didactic/methodical training of teachers to perform it; training in traditional teaching disciplines and insufficient knowledge of other disciplines; difficulties in coordination among teachers.

The essence of integrative learning is a thematic approach that ensures the link between the related teaching materials from different subjects/courses in order for the students to more comprehensively adopt them and more systematically master them. The integrity, which is achieved through integrative teaching, enables students to integrate, link their knowledge and experiences and thus take on a creative, active stance in the process of teaching and learning as well as in life, sports and at work. The integrative approach in teaching helps adopt comprehensive knowledge and image of reality based on the immediate experience of students. This approach thus provides opportunities for students to develop their cognitive potentials and to achieve deep learning (Bretz Jr & Thompsett, 1991, p. 941-951), to develop divergent thinking and originality in mastering prescribed teaching material, but also to experience learning in the classroom as a significant component of further learning and education (Bretz Jr & Thompsett, 1991, p. 941-951). It provides an overview of one problem from several different aspects, which contributes to achieving more sophisticated learning levels (Klein, 2005, p. 8-10), which does not exist when we have strictly divided courses.

The core of integrative teaching involves the development of relationships and links that, based on their character, can be as follows: interdisciplinary direct links, research interdisciplinary direct links, mentally mediated links and mediated applied links (Vilotijević and Vilotijević, 2008, p. 144).

Interdisciplinary direct links relate to the integration where the adoption of some material, activity or process from one school subject refers to the material from another subject. At the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, the existence of this kind of integrative links is a prerequisite for successful student education. Although it is not achieved through the direct integrative teaching, the minimum degree of existence
of such links is provided by the prerequisite to take the courses or pass the exams where there is the need to establish these types of relationships and links.

Research interdisciplinary direct links are established when studying and researching one problem requires that problem to be considered from the standpoint of multiple disciplinary approaches.

One problem, phenomenon or activity is approached from the aspect of several related disciplines or subjects in order to make the acquired knowledge or developed skills and habits clearer and extensively perceived.

Mentally mediated links are actually the links where different courses (subjects) can help develop the skills and abilities that the students need in order to be able to do the future jobs and professional activities. For the process of education of the physical education teachers and sports trainers, this kind of relationships and links are of immense importance because they provide a functional link between the teaching activities of various subject teachers all working towards one and the same goal - education and teaching of the physical education teacher/sports trainer.

The mediated applied links include such a type of integrative linkage which ensures that the knowledge and skills acquired from one teaching subject are directly used and applied in other teaching subjects.

The degree and character of these interdisciplinary relationships and links is caused in real life by the three most common types of integration: complete, partial, and block integration (schedule) (Vilotijević and Vilotijević, 2008, p.147; Drobnjak, 2007, p. 81-91), which would be especially important for the courses at the Faculty of Sport and Physical education.

The prerequisite for a successful integrative teaching at the faculty is planning and flexible timetable, which allows flexibility when deciding upon an adequate timeframe for the successful use of this teaching model.

Block schedule is the most appropriate form of time organization of integrative teaching (Jovanović, Kovčić, 2017). It creates real conditions for the application of all three forms of integration: merging different teaching materials into a single learning course (complete integration); joint processing of teaching material (partial integration) and the creation of autonomous blocks or the separation of common parts within a program that will be integratively processed (block integration).

The didactic value of integrative teaching is reflected in the functionality of the acquired knowledge, skills, and habits, as well as in the competences provided by it. The prerequisite for its successful implementation is integrative thematic planning. Thematic, integrated planning is interdisciplinary and it comes down to the thematic curricula (Vilotijević, 2000). The thematic planning requires all teachers to be involved working towards the ultimate goal of having interdisciplinary studying of
teaching topics in order to have students adopt comprehensive and extensive knowledge and skills, which should be the end result. Some potential obstacles related to teachers also arise from the requirement for the engagement of all teachers in the planning and implementation of integrative teaching. Integrative teaching requires the following:

1) Didactically and methodically well-trained and skilful teachers who have mastered the skills of thematic planning and implementation of integrative teaching; methods and forms of interactive teaching;

2) Teachers with broad general knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, expert knowledge and knowledge on related disciplines, and who are also very familiar with the school curriculum and teaching programs of the courses being taught in the school;

3) Teachers open to cooperation and team work;

4) Teachers who know the individual capacity of students, working conditions, characteristics of the group, etc.

As it can be seen from the abovementioned, the application of an integrative methodical approach in teaching requires a completely new type of organization and lesson planning. Steps in the planning and implementation process of integrated lessons can be defined differently: the selection of an appropriate topic, identification of the objectives to be met by addressing a particular topic, identification of the order of the goals wanted and concepts to be covered, as well as the planning of the appropriate activities for each topic; selection and preparation of teaching materials needed to cover the selected topic; description of the activities, evaluation and conclusion on the topic covered (Spasić-Stošić, 2016, p. 388-389).

On the other hand, Walsh (1997, p. 146) claims that the implementation of integrative planning implies: adequate choice of the appropriate topic, brainstorming of ideas about the topic, adequate knowledge of the topic, gathering materials necessary for the topic, lesson planning. Although the difference between these authors is only in the degree of operationalization of the lesson, what they have in common regarding all the definitions of the integrated planning steps is the emphasis on the experiential and creative effort by students, and on the links with the experience and the independent problem solving.

Thus, the author Buljubašić-Kuzmanović points out that integrative learning at the beginning, during the brainstorming phase should be focused on group work, while later on it should strive towards autonomy and self-responsibility. The lessons based on the integrative approach start from the knowledge that the students already have, from their experiences, and these should be taken into consideration when planning integrated classes. By following the principle from known to unknown, the students develop a feeling of satisfaction because they feel competent at the very beginning of learning which in them creates the need for continuous learning (2007: 147-160).
Studies within this field of integrated teaching mainly focus on identifying the results of comparative studies which examine how integrated teaching affects learning, students’ attitude and behavior. Generally speaking, the results were positive when it comes to all ages and all areas studied, since it has been found that integrated teaching allows the increase in learning outcomes as well as better attitudes towards school, which reflected on students’ behavior. Lake (1994) summarizes the results and lists numerous reasons that support integrated teaching. He claims that the main values of integrated teaching are: fostering the ability to apply knowledge, quicker memorization, the acquisition of integrated knowledge which is the result of viewing things from different angles, deeper and broader approach to learning, building positive attitudes towards learning, increasing motivation for learning, etc. (Lake, 1994). Many different studies talk about the positive effects of integrated teaching. The following conclusions have stemmed from the studies of integrated teaching: integrated teaching helps students to apply skills learnt; provides deeper and broader knowledge, promotes positive conduct in students, devotes more time and attention to the study of the most important topics of the curriculum (Lipson, 1993).

More recent studies show that integrated learning allows for active participation, more initiative, adaptability to new scenarios, critical thinking and overcoming learning difficulties (Buljubašić-Kuzmanović, 2007).

Šefer and Radišić (2010) have made significant contribution to the research of interdisciplinarity. Their studies have proven that in teacher’s opinion, the interdisciplinary approach to teaching encourages creative thinking and behavior in students. Changes in attitudes, the sense of success and motivation of students and teachers are the most common values of this specific approach to teaching. Moreover, the studies conducted by Radojičić-Lukić (2011) emphasize that integrated teaching has a very positive effect on the creation of an environment that encourages the creativity of students and develops a high level of personal satisfaction when using this teaching model.

Based on the review of the abovementioned studies, we can conclude that the interdisciplinary approach to teaching is immensely important at all levels of education.

The abovementioned values of integrative learning are of particular importance for the physical education and sport studying, because only by ensuring integrity in the education process can the students acquire academic knowledge, practical skills and competencies in order to be able to do their future jobs related to either physical education, training, corrective exercises or exercises for health.

Possible Models of Integration of Teaching Subjects

In order to operationalize the introduced knowledge about integrative teaching, we will provide some examples of possible integration of teaching
subjects from the Basic Academic Studies at the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport in Niš. Besides providing the names of the courses we suggest, we will also specify certain teaching topics that integrative approach can be used for:

1) **Theory of Physical Education** (Basic concepts in the theory of physical education) - **Terminology of Physical Education and Sport** (The structure of technical language used in physical education);

2) **Rhythmic** (Artistic dance; Social dance) - **Social dance** (History of social dance; Modern social dances, etc.) - **Dance** (Dance and art; Dimensionality of dance; the development of dance; Implementation of dance; Folk dance: Development factors; Types; Forms, styles; ethnocoreological dance areas, etc.);

3) **Health education** (Nutrition; Nutrition and promotion of healthy lifestyles) - **Fitness** (Nutrition and exercise) - **Hygiene** (Nutrition, basic nutrients in nutrition of children and athletes; Nutrition, recommendations for proper nutrition of children and athletes) - **Nature activities** (Nutrition standards).

4) **Anatomy** (Heart, Central nervous system, etc.) - **Physiology** (Physiology of the cardiovascular system; Physiology of the central nervous system, etc.)

5) **Anatomy** (Arm anatomy; Leg anatomy; Vertebral column anatomy, etc.) - **Physiology** (Arm physiology; Leg physiology; Vertebral column physiology, etc.) - **Biomechanics** (Functional anatomy of the arm; Functional anatomy of the leg; Functional anatomy of the vertebral column, etc.);

6) **Sport for the Disabled** (Rehabilitation; Rehabilitation procedures in working with disabled persons of different ages) - **Adapted physical education** (The structure of APE program for people with special need during PE lessons and sport practices – Recreation and Kinesitherapy);

7) **Biomechanics** (Functional anatomy of individual parts of the body: arms, legs, bones, etc.) - **Corrective gymnastics** (Corrective gymnastics exercises for certain parts of the body: arms, legs, spin, etc.).

As it can be seen, the given models are just some of the examples out of a large number of possible integrated links among the courses from this study program. Within the given models it is also possible to further combine and interconnect them, based on the teaching topics being covered.

**CONCLUSION**

Today's modern society is characterized by technological, political and economic changes. Together, these changes put new demands in front of social systems and institutions, including the education process. Education must be understood as the driver of all social changes and improvements, and therefore it is constantly being affected by the
changes and innovations. Future plans for contemporary education at the universities in Serbia include continuous exponential development and progress under the influence of external factors (technological, economic, cultural and economic changes). Universities must be ready to keep up with and apply all the above changes. The question is just what kind of changes do we want? In general, courses and lessons at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education must be more flexible and more effective, and students more motivated.

Clearly defined quality standards can improve the quality of the teaching process and this needs to be worked on perpetually. The quality of the teaching process at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education in Niš is ensured by applying the following standards: a) quality of course plans, b) quality of teaching, c) quality of textbooks, d) quality of evaluation, and e) quality of pedagogical work of teachers and assistant teachers. The main purpose of the Course Plan is to inform the students about the teaching subject and to provide the basis for a systematic and planned approach to the teaching process. The quality standards of teaching (lectures, practical exercises) include: the control of lectures and practical exercises according to the Course Plan; control of the lectures and practical exercises and the objective evaluation of knowledge. The quality of textbooks and the quality of evaluation are also integral parts of the quality of teaching (Rulebook - document, 2016).

In accordance with the Bologna process, and in order to provide higher quality of theoretical and practical teaching at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, it is necessary to achieve the following goals in the following period: 1) modernize the teaching process by introducing interactive/participatory methods (“interactive teaching platform”), 2) change the position of teachers and students in the teaching process, 3) provide interdisciplinary links and adoption of teaching material, 4) increase the focus on interculturality and critical thinking among students in theoretical education, and 5) create and establish a partnership with the broad social community.

Starting from the aforementioned concept of quality assurance, this paper has provided the theoretical foundation of cooperative and integrative learning as the teaching systems that can be used to fulfil this quality vision at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education. As stated in this paper, the quality vision of teaching is materialized through these teaching systems as follows: with thoughtful and practical engagement in teaching, group work, interaction in the classroom, collaboration and cooperation, creative engagement in problem solving, competitive spirit, creative and activist attitude, integrity and functionality of knowledge, experiential learning, deep learning, etc.
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Резиме

Обезбеђивање и унапређивање квалитета наставе императив је и један од најважнијих циљева свих високошколских установа. Претпоставка њиховог остваривања јесте квалитативно изменење роля и позиције студента у настави, и то у смислу обезбеђивања субјективне позиције и стварања услова да студенти уче, вежбају и развијају се кроз непосредну активност и рад.

Полазећи од наведене концепције обезбеђивања квалитета, у раду је извршено проучавање педагогских и дидактичко-методичких могућности примене савремених наставних система: кооперативне и интегративне наставе, на основним академским студијама Факултета спорта и физичког васпитања у Нишу.

Визију квалитета наставе ови наставни системи, као што се у раду може видети, остварују путем високошколског и практичног ангажовања у настави, групног рада, интеракције у настави, заједничког стварања и решавања проблема, критичког и активистичког става у настави, целовитости и функционалности знања, искуства учења и рада, дубинског учења и сл. У раду се ова концепција угледана у настави остварује кроз представљање њихових суштичних обележја ових наставних система, њихових вредности и могућности, артикулације и изазова реализације у непосредној наставној пракси.

С циљем да извршимо операционализацију знања о кооперативном приступу у настави, у раду су дати примери наставних тема које се могу успешно реализовати овим приступом. Дати су примери кооперативног приступа у предметима Олимпијских уметности – предавања, настава тема: „Модерне олимпијске игре” и Активности у природи – предавања, настава тема: „Модел боравка у природи”. Наведени примери пружају могућност да се користе као модели за планирање и реализовање кооперативне наставе и у другим наставним предметима.

Операционализација знања о интегративној настави извршена је кроз седам примера могуће интеграције наставних предмета и спецификације појединих наставних тема које се у оквиру ових примера могу успешно остварити интегративним приступом. Као један од примера интеграције може се истаћи пример повезивања следећих предмета: Здравствено васпитање (Исхрана; Испривање здравих карактеристика живота) – Фитнес (Искриване и вежбашће) – Хигијена (Искриване, основне хранљиве материје у исхранама деце и спортиста; Искриване, препоруке за превентивну исхрану деце и спортиста) – Активности у природи (Нормативи и стандарди исхране) пратијућих примера. У току њихове реализације у настави, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању, уметности, активности и физичком васпитању.